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v
SAU 'I LUMA GUTTENBEIL
BEIFORE THE HON. JUSTICE CATO

REASONS AND VERDICTS
Mr Lu tui for the Crown
Mr Pouono for the accused.

[1]

The Charges
The accused was charged on indictment with;
I

1. Murdering Michael Guttenbeil contrary to sections 8E3(1)
(a), 87(1) (c ) and section 9 (1) of the Criminal Offences
Act
In the Alternative
2. The manslaughter of Michael Guttenbeil contrary to
sections 86(2), 92 and 93 of the Criminal Offences Act
[2]

The particulars of murder set out in the indictment were;
Sau'iluma Guttenbeil of Neiafu, on or about the 1oth
October, 2012, at Neiafu you did intend to inflict harm
likely to cause death on Sosefo 'Otutaha, by driving the
motor vehicle with registration number R402 to run over
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him, and you were reckless whether death ensued or not,
when you drove the said vehicle to run over Sosefo
'Otutaha, but instead the said motor vehicle you drove
over ran over Michael Guttenbeil causing him severe
injuries which caused his death.
(3]

The particulars of manslaughter set out in the indictment were;
Sau'iluma Guttenbeil of Neiafu, on or about the 101h
October 2012 at Neiafu, you did drive the motor vehicle
with registration number R402 and that motor vehicle you
were driving ran over Michael Guttenbeil unlawfully
causing him severe injuries which caused his death.
Synopsis of the Evidence

[4]

The trial commenced on the 6th October 2014 and ended on
the 15th dctober, 2014 in the Supreme Court at Neiafu in
Vava'u with the hearing of counsel's submissions. I reseNed my
verdicts to be delivered on the 25th October 2014 in the
Supreme Court at Tongatapu. I was informed by Mr Letui for the
Crown that this was the first time that a case of murder under
this section involving a misdirected homicide had been
prosecuted in Tonga.

[5]

The first witness was Albert ('Aiipate) Brian Guttenbeil who was
seriously injured during the incident. He managed a quarry as
part of the family business on the outskirts of Neiafu the
principal town of Vava'u. In the business, was also the
deceased his brother Michael (Maikolo) Guttenbeil who also
lived nearby with his wife, the accused.

[6]

He said on the 1oth October, 2012 at about 6.30 in the morning
that he was awoken by a commotion . A fight had taken place at
the reside.nce at the back where the accused Sau'iluma
Guttenbeil and her husband resided. The accused was
swearing and saying things to people in a vehicle. He said it
was to a palangi who was in the vehicle. The last thing he heard
coming from the palangi man is we will be back.
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[7]

At 9am, he was further interrupted at about 9am when opposite
his retail store on the King's Highway, his daughter reported
there were two drug dealers there to attack Michael. He said he
walked to • make a call to the police when he saw Michael
chasing this man. He said the accused's vehicle was already
parked across the road. He said he saw Michael chasing the
man and the vehicle moving slowly. He said he decided not to
call the police but to return when he saw Michael, who had
been chasing what he said was a younger man (than the
palangi), change direction. He said he saw the young man
climb onto a van and the vehicle driven by the accused almost
collide with it. The vehicle he got into was a white double cap
vehicle driven by a man by the name of Vilimoli Havea, who
later gave evidence.

[8]

He said that the accused's vehicle, which was a four wheel
drive with a bull bar, reversed towards Vilimoli's vehicle. It
accelerated and swerved around missing the vehicle. He had
not seen this young man before. He then said the young man
jumped down from the vehicle and ran towards a minibus which
was approaching from the side towards the school. After that,
he saw Mi~hael come around from the rear of the vehicle. He
had been trying to get at the young man. They were moving to
the area to the left of the entrance of the drive to the school.
That driveway was a metal or dirt driveway off the King's Road.
They were cat and mouse chasing . The accused's vehicle had
remained stationary to the side of Vilimoli Havea's vehicle.

[9]

He said he walked across the road and saw the young man
opening the door to the mini bus parked away from the school
on the exit going to town. Then he got out and moved back
towards where they were. He said he went to the area near
Vilimoli's van. The young man came towards them. Michael was
to his left. They were standing with backs towards the middle of
the road facing the turn that goes to the school about 4 metres
from the edge of the road. He felt the young man close to him.
Shortly after that, he blacked out and lost consciousness and he
woke up under the rear wheel of the vehicle. He was lying face
up. He hectrd someone tell the accused to jump back in and the
vehicle went forward. He said the man he had been chasing
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was facing him when he last saw him. He had been facing the
road.
[1 0] They had been about a metre from the fence post on the left
hand side of the access way to the school. He said he was
about 5 metres from the Havea vehicle. He said the accused's
vehicle had been parked near Mr Havea but closer to the road.
He said he was dragged by the car about 5 metres.
[1 1] He said tHere were a few people around before the impact;
those, being Vilimoli Havea and a man by the name of Mosese
Lomu.
[1 2] He said, further, he thought that the accused had tried when
reversing to hit the young man who had been running way with
Michael chasing him before he had jumped into the van.
[13] Under cross-examination, he said the palangi man had a
girlfriend. He admitted he heard the palangi guy say to the
accused stop protecting your husband he is fucking my wife.
The accused had said get the fuck off my property.
[14] He said the palangi's van was parked between Vilimoli's van
and his driveway and he saw the palangi man with a nose full of
blood. He admitted with Michael that he chased the young
Tongan man whom he did not know. He also admitted he had
thrown a p,unch at him and then fell down in a puddle of mud.
He said that took place when he was standing with Michael one
metre from the post. He said it all happened quickly; in less than
5 minutes.
[15] He also said that, in re-examination, the accused could not
have hit the young man with the car because he was too fast
running away from Michael. He said the accused had reversed
her van 20-30 metres.
[16] The second witness was Sosefo Otutaha. He was the young
m'an described as such by other witnesses but he was in fact
aged 42 and Tongan. He appeared to be of a powerful stocky
build. He said the palangi , Fadel Al-zubaidi, had come to his
residence and asked him to go and see his wife Sei who was in
4
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hospital. They all then went to the Guttenbeil residence to talk.
That was about 9am. They parked on the side of the road facing
the retail shop. They were on the opposite side of the road
fa.cing the Mataika shops. Sei left and went over to the shop.
Then, another vehicle arrived and stopped in the middle of the
road. It came from the quarry and turned in the Neiafu direction.
It parked parallel to their vehicle on the road. There was an
exchange between Fadel and Michael. Fadel said he was going
to charge him with threatening.
[1 7] The vehicle drove off and Fadel said he was going to get him.
The accus~d was also in the vehicle. The vehicle then stopped
and Michael got out. Fadel also got out and Michael punched
him in the middle of the road and Fadel fell down. Sei screamed
and said that the witness was the one who had caused all these
bad things and Michael came around to get him. He got out of
the vehicle and Michael slipped over. He walked backwards to
the gravel area. He noticed the Guttenbeil vehicle travelling very
close to him and moving very fast. He stepped aside to avoid a
collision. It took place near where Michael had slipped. It grazed
him. He said he then ran to the other side of the road to try to
get into a vehicle which was a red coloured vehicle on the other
side of the road. The woman driver did not let him in and so he
then ran back down the road in the direction of Mataika.
[18] He saw the double cap vehicle parked on the side of the road.
He did not notice Michael chasing him but he did notice the
vehicle that had missed him reversing. He said he thought the
vehicle wa~ unable to move from the fence area near the Neiafu
end of the driveway to the school and had reversed back. He
had heard stomping behind him also. He did not know who was
chasing him. He said he jumped on the van from the left hand
side. He said to avoid being hit by the vehicle. He said it was
close;just as he jumped into the van, it missed me. He said he
jumped off and ran towards town and the man who was chasing
him punched him and he fell towards his left. He said he fell on
his left side and he could see the man being run over. He said
he was about three metres away from the man who was being
run over.
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[1 9] He said he got into a Mormon vehicle nearby and he got a lift
into town. He said he was going for his life. He felt that I was
being the target. He said he had been living in Vava'u for about
three months and did not know Michael. He said it all happened
in under 10 minutes.
[20] Under cross-examination, he said he had known Fadel about 10
years. He had been married to Sei. He knew her only after
coming to Vava'u. He said he had assaulted Sei when Fadel
had been fighting with her allegedly over an affair with Michael
Guttenbeil. He said also there were other reasons. He denied
being there at Michael's to protect Fadel. He said he got out of
the vehicle when Michael came to attack him and admitted Sei
had yelled out he was the troublemaker. He denied the
Guttenbeil vehicle had tried to get in between he and Michael.
He said the vehicle got tangled in the Neafu side of the
driveway fence after he ducked away. He said, after falling over,
it was only seconds before he saw the person being run over.
He had not seen Michael.
[2 1] Later in re-examination, he said that of the earlier incident that
he had jumped out of the car and Michael had slipped over. The
Guttenbeil vehicle did a u-turn, came around the back of Fadel's
car and he ducked out of the way. The vehicle turned as it tried
to get him and ended up in the fence. Michael fell away from the
rear of the Fadel car and the witness was a metre or two away
from Michael. The witness said it came between he and
Michael. I considered that this witness was giving a truthful
account of events as he saw them develop.
[22] Mr Vilimoli Havea gave evidence that he had driven to the area
with Mosese Lomu. They were travelling down the King's Road
and saw ~ichael Guttenbeil fighting . He saw the palangi man's
vehicle and Michael's parked on the side of the road. They
stopped about 10 metres from the fight and Mosese got out. He
remained standing by the van . Mosese went to the fight area.
Michael was fighting with a young Tongan man . He saw the
young man run off towards Neiafu and Michael went after him
and then he changed direction around Alipate's (Albert's) gate
and ran back towards Mataika. He was chased by Michael and
6
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Michael's car ( driven by the accused) which was reversing. He
said Micha~l was running after the vehicle.
[23] The vehicle almost caught him as he jumped into the van. The
vehicle was four of five metres away when the young man
jumped into his vehicle. He then ran to the front of his vehicle.
He then ran to Neiafu direction. Michael and Albert crossed
over in front of him and the vehicle started to drive off after him.
They met close to the corner of the road and fence. They were
fighting whilst running. The vehicle was after them . He did not
see Michael anymore. The vehicle had obstructed his view. He
sq.w the young man was sort of thrown against the fence when
the vehicle turned . The vehicle then proceeded and collided
with Alipate or Albert. He fell to the ground whilst the vehicle ran
over him. He last saw Michael at the front of the vehicle. He
said the vehicle was travelling fast. He said that when it had
reversed towards him it was also travelling fast over a distance
of about twenty metres. As the vehicle took off after them, it was
also fast.
I

[24] Under cross-examination, he said that the vehicle had reversed
from Albert's gate. He said, in re-examination , when he last
saw Michael he was about 9 metres from him. He saw him
about 2 metres from the Guttenbeil car. He was standing. He
had his back to the vehicle. He said the vehicle hit the man that
fell to the side. As Albert was still running, the vehicle hit him a
short time after the young man had been hit.
[25] Mr Mosese Lomu gave evidence that he got out of the car
driven by Mr Havea and saw Michael fighting with Sefo almost
halfway to the road that leads to the school and then they ran to
the middle of the road. The palangi man's wife held him back.
He heard the vehicle being turned on when Sefo and Michael
took off running towards the road.
[26] Sefo ran to the gate of Albert's residence. Michael was running
after him. Jhe vehicle was chasing Sefo. Albert turned up and
tried to punch Sefo. He then ran towards the direction of his
double cap vehicle. He said he did not see Michael or the
young man after that. He was on the other side of the road
nearest the school. He saw the young man , Sefo, jump into the
7
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van. He did not see the vehicle because he was focusing on the
men. Sefo jumped to the ground and they chased him towards
the fence where he was. They were facing the town direction.
Sefo came. first. Albert was flying, he said. He ran to Albert and
then Michael and Sefo were fighting by the fence. He later said
he was with Albert about four metres from where Sefo was
fighting with Michael when the car came towards them. He said
he had seen Albert and Sefo exchange punches as they were
running. Then Albert had come flying over and stumbled
towards him. Sefo and Michael were together. Sefo's back was
to the school and Michael's to the road.
[27] Albert was on the ground. Sefo and Michael were fighting . He
yelled out to Michael to stop. Then he heard the vehicle. He
saw Albert run over. Michael was on the other side of the
vehicle. He said he had tried to assist Albert before he was run
over. Michael was closer to the corner post. The vehicle had
come very close to him and he had stepped out of the way.
Albert was lying at that point on the gravel road. He was there
because he had fallen over. He saw the accused get out and
walk away from the vehicle and later having been told he was
under the vehicle she moved it forward. He then saw Michael
with his feet towards the road and his head towards the school.
He said not to move him anymore because he was in pain. The
accused came running towards him. He did not see Sefo again.
{28] Kepa Fakaongo was a teacher at the nearby school. She saw,
at about 9am, three men fighting on the gravel, on the Mataika
side of the road. They were Michael, Sefo and Albert. She
explained that her adopted sister was Sei and she and Fadel
had hired him to do construction work for them. She knew Sefo
as a friend of Sei. She said she was about 30-40 metres away.
She said Michael and Albert were attacking Sefo with punches.
She recalled the vehicle coming from town hitting them against
the fence, with Albert going one way on the right side and Sefo
and Albert were throwing punches to the left and the vehicle hit
them. She noticed that after they were hit and dispersed the
vehicle reversed and went forward . After it came forward, it hit
Sefo and Michael. Sefo was thrown to the side while Michael
fell down iri front of the left wheel and the vehicle ran over him.
After the vehicle ran over Michael, she said she noticed Albert
8
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attacking the man and the vehicle ran towards them and hit
them. Sefo was thrown to the side of the fence to the Mataika
direction whilst Albert was run over.
[29] She then moved forward, and looked after the young boy in her
sister's car. She did not see Sefo again. Michael was lying by
the fence. She said it was Michael's upper body that she saw
run over. His feet were towards the fence. They were fighting
when he was hit. The impact of the collision affected both.
Michael fell down whilst somehow Sefo was thrown , and then
she ran over Michael and Albert as well. She said before being
hit Albert had tried to attack Sefo. Albert was only a couple of
metres away from Michael. She said under cross-examination
she did not recall the direction the vehicle had approached
from. She said the way she remembered it the vehicle reversed
so that it can adjust its direction to where Sefo was. She said
the vehicle reached the main road when it reversed . She said
she was clear in her recollection it had reversed after initially
making contact.
[30] Tapaita Simipata gave evidence that she was a teacher at the
same school. She saw a fight but did not know who was
involved. She had proceeded to the fence to the rear of the
school from the classroom . The vehicle hit the fighting people
and dispersed them. She said she did not know whether it had
come from the left or right side. She saw one man with long hair
being thrown up in the air and he was positioned at the rear of
the van wh~re the fight was.
[3 1] The van went past where the fight was and then reversed. It
was still facing in the school direction. It went forward again and
she noticed a person on the ground . His feet were towards the
fence and his head was in the Neiafu direction. Then she saw
the vehicle stop where there was a mount in the ground, a girl
screaming and there was somebody else under the vehicle.
She said the vehicle had reversed back three to four metres.
Under cross-examination, she said she had not mentioned
reverse in first statement but had told Mr Lutui before the trial
that her statement was incomplete on that point. She had not
discussed her evidence with Mrs Fakatonga. She denied
discussing her evidence with anybody else. Mr Pouono
9
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confirmed that Mrs Fakatonga had mentioned the reversing in
her previous statement.
[32] Amelia Tulikihakau said she was taking her children to school in
the morning. Her vehicle was light green(not red it seems as
other witnesses had said). When she got close to the school
slie noticed there was a fight taking place in the main road. She
had been travelling from Neiafu. She stopped her vehicle near
the Albert shop on the side of the road. She saw the palangi
van facing Mataika and the Samoan van (Guttenbeil) facing
Neiafu. When the long haired man and Michael were involved in
a fight and Sei and her husband were outside, the accused got
into the car and she turned the vehicle on and it started to
move. Tha long haired man ran in the direction of the fence in
the Neiafu direction and, as he ducked from the vehicle, it hit
the fence.
[33] He ran to her vehicle and tried to get into the passenger side of
her vehicle. The Samoan vehicle came towards her vehicle and
reversed back. The young man went towards Mataika and she
went into the school area. Under cross-examination, she said
that she saw the young man duck away from the vehicle and it
hit the fence the young man before he ran to her vehicle. She
saw no one chase the young man when the vehicle just missed
him before it hit the fence. She saw no one chase him as he
came to her vehicle; it was the vehicle only that was chasing
after him. She said the young man was the target of the vehicle.
He ran around the rear of her vehicle to the other side of the
road. She said she saw Mosese Lomu standing at the area
where the fight took place. She said, when the young man ran
to her vehicle, she noticed Michael Guttenbeil in a group that
was fightirlg. She did not notice him running after the young
man.
[34] Dr Tevita Tuungafasi gave evidence_of the injuries and cause of
death of Michael, namely serious and severe internal bleeding
into the chest wall. He also said in the chest area there were a
lot of important internal organs which had been pushed to the
right side of the chest. There was a lot of fluid on the left area of
the chest which had pushed these organs to the right. Michael
was admitted to hospital about 9am in the morning of the 1oth
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October, 4014, and after Xrays and an operation had been
performed, died at about one pm. The doctor said it was
suspected that bleeding was attributable to broken ribs and
injury to the arteries of the heart. It would, in his opinion, take
strong force to break the upper ribs which were protected by
thick muscle.
[35] A record of interview was produced in evidence by Sergeant
Tomasi Moala. That interview commenced on the 15th October
2012 about 8pm. It took a period until 23.32 hours when the
interview was halted for the accused to apologise to the
deceased's family. Later, it resumed at the request of the
accused and was completed in the early hours of the morning.
On the 1ih October 2012, the accused participated in a reenactment during which various measurements were made
from various sites pointed out by the accused and
photographed and recorded on a sketch plan exhibit 2.
[36] In the rec~rd of interview, the accused, Sau'iluma Guttenbeil,
who was married to the deceased, said she had been at home
at about 6.30 am when she heard a vehicle beeping outside.
She saw Sei and her husband Fadel getting off. She told police
Fadel was upset because of her husband's affair with Maikolo.
Sei called out to her to tell Fadel her suspicions was wrong .
Michael had left home. She said Fadel had told her to open her
eyes to her husband's involvement with Sei. She says she tried
to calm him down. She said she chased them away and they
said they will be back. The accused later went and reported the
matter to the police which Sergeant Moala confirmed from the
police diary entry book. She returned home. She saw Fadel and
a man with long hair return at about 8.30. Michael was there.
She went with Michael to take the children to school. They
returned to their home and Fadel turned up with two other
persons. He turned to go to her home in front of Albert
Guttenbeil's house. She had not told Michael the reason why
they had c1ome to their house. She saw no reason to tell him.
She said Michael was angry. She said Michael stopped near
the vehicle Fadel was driving. Michael told Fadel not to come to
his house again . Fadel said stop fucking my wife or one of us
will die today.
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[37] She said both men got out of their vehicles and fought. This
was in front of Albert's house. She said Sei was stopping the
fight between Fadel and Michael. The long haired guy got out of
the vehicle. She said she saw Michael and Fadel fall to the
ground. She got out of the vehicle to help Michael. She said she
had been scared for his life when they came back. She said
Michael h~d got off the palangi and gone around to the man
with long hair when Sei called out. Sei said leave my husband
alone, it is not Michael it is he. She said he went around to the
back of the other vehicle where the man with the long hair was
at, and chased him and they ran and the guy crossed the road
to a red vehicle.
[38] She said she got of the vehicle to stop the fighting. She said he
tried to get on a red van that was parked beside the road and
he could not get on it and he ran back and got into the white
van that was parked at the back. She said she reversed and hit
the white van into which the long haired man had jumped.
Michael had jumped at the van where the long haired man was.
He ran out and ran towards town and Michael chased him.
[39] She did not notice Albert. When they went towards town, she
said she had noticed there was a small space she could go and
park and 'f'hen she turned she saw some people fighting but
they were on the ground and she could not tell who it was but
Michael was there and she saw Mosese bend down to pull up
the man. She said she went there and there was a small space
for her to park. She said she was (careless, negligent, and
reckless) and had pressed the accelerator instead of the brake
and the vehicle sped forward and climbed on top of the people
fighting. The use of the words careless, negligent and reckless
were used by the interpreter the Crown prosecutor, Mr Lutui
informed me for the Tongan word she had used which could
mean any of those descriptions. The record of interview had
been translated into English.
[40] She said she had felt the vehicle go over the men the vehicle
had jumped. She did not know who it was running over. She
said she thought she was driving at about 1Okms per hour. She
got out of her vehicle and found Albert lying on the ground and
Michael was in front. They were both in agony. She said she
I
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knew they were in pain because she had run over them. She
did not notice the young man with long hair said in the interview
to be a hippy guy. They were taken to hospital. She said she
b~lieved Michael had passed away due to the accident that had
occurred. It was put to her that there were witness statements
with the police that the reason she drove around in the vehicle
was to drive into Sefo. She said she drove around to stop the
fighting.
[41]

The accused, Mrs Guttenbeil, was the only witness called by
the defence. She was aged 38 with 7 children. She essentially
stated what she had said in defence about the first encounter
with Fadel and Sei whom she said had oeen credit customers of
the business. She did say she had told them to fuck off the
premises. Fadel said he would be back. Michael had not
looked pleased when he returned home. The children were
taken to school. On the way back, Michael reversed out of the
driveway to the left hand side of Albert's property and
manoeuvred the vehicle back on the road towards Neafu. She
then noticed Fadel's vehicle park on the left hand side of he
road going to Neiafu across from Albert's shop. Fadel's vehicle
was facing Mataika. Michael's vehicle's front window was
adjacent to Fadel's front window. She said Michael and Fadel
exchanged punches to the rear right hand side of her vehicle.
She got out of her vehicle towards the fighting men. Sei told
Michael to stop hitting her husband.

[42] Sei said that guy, in reference to Sefo, was causing the
problem. The accused said she could barely see him and did
not recog~ise him. She thought he was coming to fight her
husband. She got into the driver's side. She said she saw
Michael running in front of her vehicle and to the left and looked
to right and saw Sefo. He was running towards her vehicle. She
looked to the front of her vehicle and, just as she did, she saw
Sefo jump on the right hand side of her vehicle as she swerved
to her left. She said it slightly grazed on his back behind. She
says she braked and the right hand side of her vehicle collided
with the fence post of the nearby school. Sefo then ran towards
Albert Guttenbeil's property. She said she saw Michael and told
him to get in. He crossed and started running towards Albert's
property. She says she saw Sefo trying to get into the vehicle
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driven by Amelia Tulikihakau and she kept driving with Michael
nearby. Sefo then ran towards her direction to the school.
Michael gave chase and she reversed her vehicle back towards
Mataika but more to the direction of the right hand side of the
road. She saw him get onto the Havea vehicle she said she
kept alongside Michael. She said her vehicle slid hitting the
side of that vehicle. Michael looked as if he was going to get
into the Havea vehicle.
[43] She said her vehicle was then facing diagonally Albert's store.
She saw Michael near the fence post at the school (the Mataika
fence post) She knew the men were in there. She could not see
them but they were in there. She drove in a curve to an area
where she thought she could park and assist Michael. She saw
three men struggling in the area including Michael and Sefo.
She then saw, she said, Mr Lomu facing the fence but closer to
Neiafu. She looked to brake and at the same time the vehicle
went faster and she felt the run - over motion. She said she
went forward to free the person whom she thought was Mr
Lomu. She then saw it was Albert. She saw her husband about
four metres away near the fence. She asked him did she run
over her and he said no. He said for her to stay with him
because he wasgoing to die. His head was towards the school
and his feet to the road. She said she did not think Michael was
badly hurt. She later went to hospital. She was taken away
before Michael died. She was in the station until she had
concluded the interview, which was completed in the early
hours of the morning of the 16th October, 2012.
[44]

In cross-examination by Mr Letui, she admitted she had been
angry when Fadel and Sei had come to the house. She
maintained that she used the vehicle to keep Sefo and Michael
apart before she collided with the Neifu gate post near the
school. She admitted going fast. She denied pursuing Sefo. She
thought her actions were reasonable at the time but now saw it
differently. ' She said she only went to Amelia's vehicle to
attempt to get Michael in the car. She then reversed . She now
admitted her actions were unreasonable but not at the time. Her
speed was not slow and not fast. She denied the reason that
there was a collision was because she was pursuing Sefo and
he had jumped into the vehicle. She said Sefo was three or four
14
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metres from her vehicle. She said she had hoped to slow
Michael down. She seemed to indicate her motive again was to
separate the men. She said she assumed that Vilimoli would
move his vehicle as she approached. She said she was trying
to stop one man getting to the other. She said she went to park
because the men were in the same area. She denied intending
to hit SefoJ She said he was four to five metres from the fence.
She said she was pretty sure she had not run over Michael
because she had been looking at him but the vehicle was going
in a different direction. She denied ever reversing the vehicle.
[45] She resiled from certain of her answers given in the record of
interview namely that she had climbed on top of the people
fighting ( question 68) She said Mosese had surprised her and
she accelerated accidentally instead of breaking. She admitted
that on the day getting into the vehicle was a dangerous thing to
do. She denied chasing Sefo in the van. She said her motive
was to separate the men. It was important to get to Michael. It
was also to put to her that she had admitted running over both
Albert and Michael, contrary to what she had given in evidence.
She answered to run,tiling over both men only that way in the
record of intenxiewb~tause the police had told her she had
caused Michaers c;!ooth. She maintained in her evidence she
had not run over Michael. She said she was not sure what
caused hi~ injury. She admitted only running over Albert. She
said she did not agree with the evidence that she ran over her
husband. She also resiled from using the Tongan equivalent of
the car jumping over in question 69. She denied driving at an
excessive speed. It was suggested to her by Mr Letui that
Michael had never said she had not run over him but she
confirmed he had. She said she saw Sefo and Michael as she
was coming around the corner. She said when she came
around the corner she was four to five metres from the corner
post. She was more to the gravel area. She denied seeing
Albert. She said she was around the corner before she saw
them. She said she was about a metre and a metre and half
from them when she tried to brake. She said she went past
them.
[46] I mention also that early in the trial I was present at a view with
the accused, counsel and the officer in charge, who had
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prepared a sketch plan of the area during the course of reenactment with the accused which was photographed exhibit 1.
The Submissions of Counsel.

[47] Mr Lutui for the Crown, in a comprehensive submission,
contended that the accused's driving, prior to the final incident,
demonstrated that her intent was to cause Sefo bodily harm. He
conceded, however, that the relevant and material time was the
time of the final collision when Michael died. Her earlier driving
evidenced her state of mind, namely one that was to drive into
Sefo and cause him harm . He pointed to the evidence of Sefo,
his actions in running away and the observations of eye
witnesses tvho had gained the impression that the accused was
chasing Sefo in order to run him over. He submitted she had
no reason to do this. If anything, her husband he said, was the
aggressor, not Sefo. She could have stayed out of the car and
simply told him to back off. He submitted Sefo was running
away from her because he knew he was in grave danger from
her. He conceded that the kind of harm that wou ld require
murderous intent was that was likely to cause death which she
had to have contemplated was a high standard, a "virtual
certainty, barring some unforeseen intervention". He adopted a
standard mentioned by Webster CJ in R v 'Ake [2005]Tonga
LR 424, at 431
[48] He contended that, in an agitated state, Mrs Guttenbeil had
seen the men fighting at the corner or gate post near the
school, had simply driven fast into the area to pursue Sefo and
had accidentally run over her husband. He pointed to the
eyewitnes~ evidence suggesting that she had reversed before
going forward as if to line up the men. He suggested that, on
the first occasion, she had hit and dispersed the men and on
the second occasion had run forward and over Albert.
[49] He submitted that Mrs Guttenbeil had conveniently raised
accident or involuntary action namely slipping on to the
accelerator and this was inconsistent with her other evidence
that she had passed Michael when this happened and she had
gone forward over Albert. He said her denial in the witness box
of causing Michael's death was a material and deliberate lie told
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to distance her from his death and there could not be any other
reason consistent with innocence for it. Her evidence, he
submitted, IWas self-serving. She had resiled from an admission
made to police concerning running over both men and
submitted that I should not accept her as giving any credible
explanation. In this regard, he submitted her suggestion that
she had simply slipped on the accelerator was self-serving and,
in any event, it was inconsistent with her explanation that she
had gone to park, as she had passed by Michael.
[50] Mr Pouono submitted that I should accept the accused's
account. She, he submitted, had little motive to want to harm
Sefo let alone cause his death. She was trying to assist her
husband to avoid a fight taking place with Sefo that is distancing
Sefo from her husband, Michael. She had attempted to have
Michael get in the car. She did not in any of the actions cause
any actual harm to Sefo. He submitted she should be given the
benefit of the doubt on the aspect of her intention towards Sefo
and that I should acquit her of murder.
[51] He also m~intained I should accept beyond reasonable doubt
the possibility of the accelerator slipping. He submitted that, if I
found this was so, I should acquit her of both murder and
manslaughter, as an involuntary act on her part. He also
submitted that there was little evidence as to how Michael died,
and he confirmed she did not accept it was the result of her
driving. He submitted that I should accept Mrs Guttenbeil's
account and she should be acquitted of both murder and
manslaughter. He did not raise defence of another at any stage
of the trial, and I did not consider that it was, in any event, open
for him to have done so.
[52] During the course of submission, both counsel were asked
whether it was open to me to find that Mrs Guttenbeil in her
driving, both during earlier incidents and during the last incident,
was acting to in fact scare or intimidate Sefo and assist her
husband even though she had not maintained that, in her
evidence, ~or had she been questioned along those lines. She
had, however, said on more than one occasion but, not in
relation to the last incident, that she had been trying to support
her husband and effect distance between he and Sefo. Both
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counsel agreed that it was a finding or interpretation of her
actions and the evidence I could legitimately make. I shall return
to th is topic, in my findings.
Directions on the Law.
[53] I give myself the fo llowing directions.
Homicide is the killing of a human being by any means
whatsoever and is either culpable or not culpable.
Culpable homicide consists in the killing of any person by an
unlawful act.
·
Culpable homicide is either murder or manslaughter

Murder
[54] Culpable homicide is murder under section 87 (1) (c) if the
accused intends to inflict on one person bodily injury likely to
cause death and
being reckJess whether death ensues or not kills a different
person by accident or mistake although he does not mean to
hurt the person killed .

[55] In order for an accused to be convicted of murder, I must be
satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt;
1. That the on or about the 101h October 2012 accused at
Neafu, Vava'u
2. intended to inflict on Sefo 'Otutaha bodily injury likely to
cause death and being reckless whether death ensued or
not
3. killed her husband, Michael Guttenbeil, by accident or
mistake although she did not mean to hurt her husband.
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[56] Intention means that the accused intended to cause bodily
injury likely to cause death to Sefo and, in deciding this, I am
entitled to consider not only what the accused may have said
about the matter but I may have regard to her actions, before,
at the time of and after the alleged offence. All these matters
may assist to come to my decision as to whether or not she
intended to cause Sefo bodily injury likely to cause death.
[57] Further, in this case, I must determine beyond any reasonable
doubt that the accused's act in driving the vehicle at the
material time in the vicinity of Sefo and her husband and third
parties was a voluntary and willed act. lr1 this case, the accused
claimed she meant to brake but slipped on the accelerator
causing the car to go forward and not a voluntary and willed
act. It is for the Crown to prove also beyond a reasonable doubt
that, contrery to the suggestion of the accused, the act of
driving the car at the material time of collision was not a
voluntary and willed act. If the Crown does not discharge this
onus the accused is entitled to be acquitted of murder.

[58]

If I decide beyond a reasonable doubt that she did intend to
cause Sefo bodily injury, and that it was a voluntary and willed
act then I must be further satisfied beyond reasonable doubt
that at the time she intended to cause Sefo bodily injury she
knew, that is she had actual foresight, that this would be likely
to cause Sefo's death meaning that it was a likely or probable
consequence that Sefo would die. It is not sufficient that she
had foresight that he might possibly die.

[59]

If I am satisfied beyond reasonable doubt of this namely that
she knew that the bodily injury was likely to cause B's death
then the further question for me to decide beyond reasonable
doubt is vJas the accused at the time, reckless whether the
death of B ensued or not?

[60] Reckless means that the accused , being aware that Sefo's
death was a likely risk when she drove the vehicle towards
him, nevertheless she carried on regardless of the risk to Sefo's
death.
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[61] And if so, then I have to determine beyond any reasonable
doubt that she did kill her husband by accident or mistake even
though shef did not mean to hurt him.
[62] If I am satisfied beyond reasonable doubt of all these elements
then I would convict the accused of murder. If I am not so
satisfied, she will be acquitted of murder, and proceed to the
alternative count of manslaughter.
Manslaughter
[63] Before I would be justified in bringing in such an alternative
verdict, the Crown must establish beyond reasonable doubt;
1. That it was the act of the accused in driving over the
deceased which caused his death;
2. That such an act was the deliberate act of the accused
and not one that was accidental, or involuntary and
urfwilled;
3. That the act was an unlawful and dangerous act.
[64] Cause means that it was a material cause of the accused's
death. It need not be a substantial or a predominant cause.
[65] Deliberate means that the act was an intentional act of the
accused and not accidental or involuntary and unwilled . Here,
the Crown alleges the accused deliberately drove her car into
the area where the deceased was colliding with him. A
question arises in this case as to whether the accused's act of
driving at the material time before the collision was a voluntary
and willed act or involuntary as the accused claims it to be. The
issue of whether the accused's act was a deliberate act that is
intentional or involuntary unwilled as she claims requires a
determination as to the accused's state of mind of mind when
she did tha.t act. That state of mind may be demonstrated by the
circumstances in which the act was done, including the conduct
of the accused and any statements made by the accused
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before, at the time of or after the accused did the act bearing
upon the question. On this count, the Crown must also
discharge the onus of establishing that the accused's act was a
voluntary and willed act beyond a reasonable doubt. If I
consider that the Crown has not eliminated as a reasonable
possibility that the act was a involuntary act of the accused,
then the accused is entitled to be acquitted of manslaughter
also.
[66] An act is unlawful if it involves a deliberate application of force
to another without that person's consent and without any legal
justification.
[67] An act is dangerous if it is such that a reasonable person in the
position of the accused would have realized that by that act the
deceased was being exposed to an appreciable risk of serious
injury.
[68] The Crown does not have to establish that the act of the
accused was done with any particular intention to injure. The
offence of manslaughter is complete, even if no injury was
intended by the accused , and even if the accused had not
realized that the accused was exposing the deceased to such a
risk of injury. The question is whether a reasonable person in
the in the position of the accused would have realized that the
accused was exposing the deceased to an appreciable risk of
serious injury.
[69] A reasonable person must be assumed to possess the same
personal attributes of the accused, being the same age, and
having the same experience and knowledge as the accused
had of the circumstances in which the accused found herself.
[70] If the Crown has established beyond a reasonable doubt the
elements above then my verdict would be guilty of
m·anslaughter. If I have reasonable doubt about any of those
elements the accused is entitled to be acquitted of
manslaughter.
[71] My Findings. of Fact
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1. I find that on the 1oth October 2012, there was a

meeting between the accused Mrs Guttenbeil and
Fadel and his wife at about 6.30 at the Guttenbeil
residence. Fadel came to the house with his wife
Sei, uninvited, when Michael was not at home. At
that meeting, the accused was told of Fadel's
concerns about her husband having an affair with
his wife. Mrs Guttenbeil told Fadel and his wife in
strong language to leave the premises. Fadel
threatened to return .
I

2. Mrs Guttenbeil was sufficiently concerned and
probably angry as well that she shortly after alerted
the Neafu police before her husband Michael
returned.
3. I accept that Michael did return and he and the
accused took the children to school. It would be
surprising if Michael had not been told by the
accused what had transpired earlier that day
contrary to Mrs Guttenbeil evidence that she did not
tell him about it, and this may explain his later
actions.
4. I find that Michael Guttenbeil was driving with the
accused in the passenger seat when he saw Fadel's
1
car on the opposite side of the road on his return to
the area of Albert's drive way to King's Drive, the
main road in to Neafu, reversed back and parked in
the near vicinity of it in the direction of Neafu.
5. I accept that Michael and Fadel had a fight in which
Michael got the better of Fadel. I also accept that
the accused and Sei were out of the vehicle for
some time. During this time., Michael's attention was
drawn to Sefo; possibly because of remarks
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concerning his involvement by Sei or perhaps
because Sefo was also seen as an aggressor.
From that point on, Fadel and Sei had no part in
events that followed .
6. I accept that Michael was the aggressor and was in
pursuit of Sefo who made off for the Neafu side of
the pathway that leads to the school. Mrs Guttenbeil
then decided to get back in the vehicle in the
driver's seat. I accept also that Mrs Guttenbeil drove
the vehicle photographed in exhibit 1 quickly and
close enough to Sefo to at least appear to make
contact grazing him. At that point, Michael according
to Sefo had slipped over nearby. The weight of the
1evidence, however, at this point does not persuade
me that the accused intended to make contact with
Sefo, and harm or injure him. I do not think the
evidence establishes any more than her driving
was, as she claims, for the purpose of separating
Sefo and her husband and avoiding any further
fighting. To that extent, she was supporting her
husband who seems to have slipped over nearby. I
conclude, however, to drive her
vehicle, a four
wheel drive with a bull barJat speed in the close
vicinity of people she knew to be fighting was a
reckless and dangerous act on her part. I find she
was travelling at a speed that was so fast she could
not stop and made collision with the fence to the
Neafu end of the school in the drive way opposite.
I

7. I accept as I have said that foolish as her actions
may have been she was giving misguided support
to her husband who was also probably chasing Sefo
back to the motor vehicle driven by Amelia. She did
not make contact with Sefo who tried to get into the
Sefo then ran off to the
car or Amelia's car.
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Mataika direction of Kings Road and across the
road pursued by Michael. Again, in my view, to
, support Michael, she dangerously and recklessly
reversed across and along the main road in the
direction of Sefo. Again, I find she was travelling in
reverse so fast that she was unable to brake in time
to avoid hitting Mr Havea's vehicle which was
parked on the King's road near the Mataika end of
the verge before the driveway into the school. Mr
Havea was in the vehicle. She made contact with
this vehicle but did not appear to cause any
extensive damage to it during the reversal.
Meanwhile, a few metres before she arrived at the
vehicle, Sefo had jumped into the back tray of the
vehicle.
8. I accept that, during this period, Mrs Guttenbeil was
fearful and indeed she had been earlier to the police
1
to the report the matter. She may well have been
very angry at what had transpired , also but there
was little cross-examination of her on her state of
mind about this. From the state of her driving, I find
however that she was very excited causing her to
drive aggressively, recklessly and at speed. I do
not find, however, beyond reasonable doubt that
she harboured any actual intention to harm Sefo.
Rather, I consider, as she maintained, she was
likely intending to provide support to her husband
and prevent his becoming involved in further
fighting, with Sefo. The events occurred over a very
short space of time. I do not think that the evidence
I heard would allow me to draw a certain inference
that her actions were with the intention of harming
'Sefo, still less that her actions were intended to
cause bodily harm that she contemplated was likely
to cause death. They were , however, both reckless
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and dangerous in any objective sense as I have
said. Indeed, the accused in evidence appeared to
accept that this was so, although she said she aclted
in a way she thought was appropriate, at the time .
9. I move now to the final incident and the collision
, with Michael. I have no doubt on the evidence I
heard that Sefo, Michael and one other person (
probably Albert) were skirmishing in the area of the
fence post to the Mataika end of the driveway to the
school shortly before the accused drove her vehicle
at speed into the driveway. From her point of vision
which was close to the Havea vehicle, I am satisfied
she would have been able to see this, and inde~ed
this can have been her only reason for driving in the
direction of the driveway. She could have simply
parked her vehicle on the road side otherwise. I
accept the evidence of Mr Havea, who was well
placed to see what she did that she drove at spe~ed
around the corner into the driveway. I find that Bhe
must have passed close enough to where the men
were to make contact with Michael who was close to
• Sefo on her account and Albert Guttenbeil who, in
his evidence said he had been close to his brotlher
before he had been run over. He said they w1ere
positioned with their backs towards the road.
According to Sefo who did not see who had
punched him , the punch caused him to fall to one
side and, as he was on the ground , he saw the man
who had he thought punched him run over. Whetlher
the man he saw run over was Michael or Albert, it is
obvious that the accused ran over both men. I
consider that, at this point, it was also likely, having
run over Michael, she collided shortly after with
Albert causing him to be dragged forward - Albert
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suggests for some five metres before the car came
to a halt on top of him.
10. I find that Mrs Guttenbeil did approach the area
where the men were with excessive speed, fast as
Mr Havea said. I consider that she did this probably
again in order to support her husband who was
fighting with Sefo as I have said and prevent further
fighting. Whatever be her motive, I am unable on
the evidence to draw the inference she intended
1 beyond a reasonable doubt to harm and likely kill
Sefo, as the prosecution submitted either based on
her previous driving, or in combination, with her
actions during this final period before running over
Michael and Albert. She did not, however, make any
contact with Sefo even though he was in the close
vicinity of Michael. Sefo does not suggest the car at
that point made any contact with him, contrary to
what Mr Havea thought, and, on this point, I prefer
Sefo's evidence that he was punched out of the way
shortly before the car passed. I have no doubt the
accused motivated by the fact she could see
Michael and Sefo skirmishing, senselessly and very
dangerously, on any objective basis, drove her
vehicle in the vicinity of the men quickly so as to
probably stop any further fighting. Tragically, she
1
drove so quickly that her husband and Albert were
probably taken by surprise and unable to get out of
the way; Michael was mortally injured and Albert
seriously.
11. The Crown emphasised evidence from school
teachers at the nearby school to the effect that Mrs
Guttenbeil reversed her vehicle in the vicinity of the
corner to the driveway and then came forward
making contact. One suggested two acts of driving;
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the first making initial contact with the men causing
them to disperse and then reversing to drive forward
again. Mr Havea, closer to the area was well placed,
however, to see what happened and made no
mention of the car reversing. I prefer his account
and I consider it is consistent with what occurred.
Inevitably, in a fast moving and excited incident
such as this recollections will differ. However,
even ,if there had been some reversing with a
movement forward, that would not have affected the
view I have taken of the evidence. The Crown did
not establish to my satisfaction beyond reasonable
doubt that she intended to cause Sefo bodily injury
likely to cause death for reasons I have given.
12. As I have said I have no doubt, contrary to Mrs
Guttenbeil's evidence to the contrary, that she
tragically ran over her husband. I consider on this
point her evidence in Court and her departure from
her admission in the record of interview that she
had run over both men was a deliberately told lie or
lies to distance herself from what was plainly
obvious, as she must have appreciate~ that she
had. I do not see any other reason consistent with
her innocence why she should tell such a lie at this
at trial. Likewise, I consider her suggestion she only
said in her police interview she had run over both
men because the police had told her she had killed
Michael to be a self-serving invention. I do not
that she had approached
1 accept her evidence
Michael, whilst he was lying over at the fence and
asked him whether she had run over him to which
he had replied no
(something
she had not
proffered to the police earlier), as the truth. People
may of course tell lies for reasons inconsistent with
guilt- out of panic or fear for example but I cannot
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see any other reason she should do so for the first
time at trial other than to distance herself from
responsibility for Michael's death. Further, she not
1
only denied causing his death but also invented the
conversation at the scene with her husband
exculpating herself. Whilst I was prepared to accept
that in the earlier incidents the likelihood that Mrs
Guttenbeil drove dangerously with a view to
attempting to avoid her husband fighting with Sefo, I
did not find Mrs Guttenbeil's evidence reliable in so
far as anything she said was concerned about the
final incident leading up to Michael's death after she
had reversed back and stopped near the Havea
vehicle. I consider her evidence as I have said to
be contrived. I consider her far too intelligent a
person to have simply advanced an honest but
mistaken account of events. I formed the view that
her evidence was deliberately calculated to falsely
1
persuade me that she was not responsible for
Michael's death, and accordingly persuade me that
she was not guilty of either murder or manslaughter.
Likewise, in my view her lack of candour means that
I do not accept either her account that her foot
slipped on to the accelerator causing her to make
an involuntary move forward. I prefer the evidence
of Mr Havea that she drove quickly over a short
distance and with little apparent regard to the safety
of those in the vicinity of her path. If, as she said,
she saw Michael as she went to park but she added
not in her line of driving, she should never have run
him over. I do not accept any possible suggestion
that somehow Michael fell towards and under her
vehicle as she proceeded w!tder around the corner.
I

13.

I emphasise, however, the fact that I have not found
the accused to be a reliable witness in so far as her
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evidence or account of the final stage of the incident
is concerned , I do not dismiss all her evidence as
incredible. I do consider it is very possible that she
was in the earlier stages attempting to support her
husband and prevent a fight continuing, albeit that
she was, in my view, plainly using the vehicle iln a
dangerous manner. Also, the fact that I have
1
rejected her evidence does not mean that I can
proceed forthwith to conviction . Before I can do that,
I must be satisfied on all the evidence beyond a
reasonable doubt that the Crown has established
the essential elements required.
Verdicts.

Murder
[72]1 On the evidence I have heard and for the reasons given above,
I am not satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused
intended to cause Sosefa 'Otutaha bodily harm likely to cause
death. That being the case, I acquit her of murder.
Manslaughter
[73]1 I find, however, beyond any reasonable doubt, that she
committed an unlawful act and one that was very dangerous
namely she ran over her husband, Michael Guttenbeil, in a four
wheel drive motor vehicle and caused his death. I reject,
beyond any reasonable doubt, her explanation that she did not
voluntarily drive forward but accidentally accelerated forward
causing his fatal injuries. I reject entirely any suggestion her
husband's death was not attributable to her actions. I find she
deliberately drove the vehicle quickly into the area where she
knew men including her husband were fighting thus exposing
them to a risk of serious injury.
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[74] Accordingly, I find her guilty of manslaughter and she is
convicted of this under sections 86(2), 92 and 93 of the Criminal
Offences Act.

DATED: :;t3 0CTOBER 2014
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